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This is a quest guide called Contract: Shrieker by The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt. Read on to find out places, rewards, best choices, best results, and helpful tips and strategies to complete this quest. Previous quest Current quest Next quest - Contract: Shrieker - quest number - Region Velen quest Location Crow Perch Previous quest - Next quest - Golden Reward 176 Exp Reward 235 or 250 Point Reward No
one you can unlock this contract quest by reading a letter on the bulletin board in Velen near the perch of Crowe. This quest will not fail. Goals 1 Talk to Chet about the details of the contract. 2 Explore the monster attack site using your sorcerer's feelings. 3 Follow the trail of blood using your feelings of witches. 4 Find the monster's lair inside the cave. 5 Use bombs to lure the monster out of your lair. 6
Chase down the monster. 7 Kill the monster. 8 Take the trophy from the monster. 9 Go back to Chet and collect your reward. Use Dancing Star Bombs instead of The Grapeshot Bomb to lure Kocatriche out of his lair. You need to save as many Grapeshot bombs as you can use later on the fight. Cockatrice will fly away during this fight. Use a crossbow to knock it down and get them within the range of your
sword attacks. You will get a huge amount of xp reward and you will be able to take the Cockatrice Trophy out of his corpse. Coat a silver sword with Draconid Oil to deal with bonus damage to them. Make sure this bomb hits Cockatrice to cause huge damage. Throw the Aard sign to hit Cockatrice during his attacks. To learn more about Cockatrice, you can check out the guide to Cockatrice Loots and
Weaknesses here below. Cockatrice Loots and Weaknesses This quest gives you a few useful benefits when you complete it. It is up to you to decide whether what you get from this search will bring you great benefit. See a list of all the opinion quests for articles or posts go here. Home Walk-by-Step Location: Velen - Crow Perch Premise: Start The Blood Baron Suggested Level: 8 (although, frankly, I'd
rate it around 10 or 11, at least) Reward: 250 Gold, XP - To start this contract you must first access the inner hold of The Crow Perch. It requires the beginning of the Bloody Baron, and getting most of the way through the quest. You can do this relatively soon after arriving at Velen, although there are a few basic quests that need to be completed first. The contract is on the notification board, right next to the
gate in the main hold. - The issuer of the contract, Chet, lives in The Crow's perch, next to the bridge in he-talk with him for details and bargain. You can find someone who knows more, a little boy named Simcoe, from the back of Chet's hut; Use Axii to calm the boy touch for more - Leave the crows perch and check the eastern side of the moat surrounding the hold. Once you arrive in an area of interest,
use your witch feelings near the water find the body and footprints. Follow the rails and blood north along the edge of the ditch. They are sporadic at times, but as long as you take to higher ground and keep checking the grass you will find them. - A quick walk northeast of the burnt ruins (northeast side of the Crows perch) you will find a cave back down on the beach. A quick walk inside the cave you will
find a bunch of bones, they all carry money ... But not a monster. Look with your Witcher senses and you'll find that the monster here is just out of reach. - Use either Samum, Grapeshot, or Dancing Star Bomb in the Cave. You have to lob it on a small ledge over the skeletons. It's a bulge creature out of a cave. Chase him down through the fields and he will land to confront you as soon as you reach the
place where he is circling. Kricker Kocarice! It can be a nasty battle. Shrieker has a slightly slow view at first, but it has a few quick rush and long-range attacks, although it's exceptionally melee in nature. It doesn't fly away anymore, thankfully, but it's only a slight consolation, since it keeps on your constantly throughout the fight. Expect a shorter range, faster slash with wings, more long-range thrust if
you're trying to keep the distance, and the occasional swooping attack that you need to get around. Note that rolling is almost mandatory here, as the parties themselves usually do not allow you to avoid Shrieker attacks. If you get hit, which is likely to attack Shrieker will cause a temporary bleeding effect that you should persistent or otherwise heal as quickly as possible. Your options depend on your build,
but the signs that stun are crucial for bringing it down. Axii is one of the best options once you have a lock on the thing as you can use it to throw Cockatrice out of the air and keep it pinned for a few seconds until you hurry and slash. Aard gives similar results, and the stunning lasts a little longer to boot, although it's harder to knock Shrieker out of thin air. Get over the beast, take a hit or two, and back off
again as soon as it recovers. Repeat until he dies. If you have good reflexes you can roll under it over a longer attack, although timing takes some practice. Potions to increase damage will make killing a thing faster to fight, although it may still take some time. You get a lot of items from Shrieker, most of them Cockatrice themed. The main thing you need is the Cockatrice Trophy. - After beating Shrieker
(and of course collecting rewards) you can go back to Chet for the award - although if you want, you can let him save money. This will give you more experience in return. Your call on which you want more. Home Walkthrough Home Guides Witcher 3 Contract Shrieker quest guideIt's quest can be purchased through a notification posted on the perch notification board After grabbing notifications from the
board in The Raven's perch, you need to find and talk to Chet, who is nearby. He will specify some additional details regarding the contract. After talking, head around behind the building behind Chet and talk to Gynko about the contract (you can use AXII on it 40XP at the end of the conversation). It will renew our goals. Get out of Crowe's perch and head to the east side of the lake that surrounds him to
find the site of the attack. When you arrive, activate your witch's feelings. Here you can check: a dead dog at the water's edge. Traces from the dog's body. Blood on the trails near the water. After examining the blood stains, you will notice that there is a trace of blood leading from the area. Activate your sense of witch and follow this path a short distance away until you reach the cave. The monster is inside,
so get ready before you go inside. At the back of the cave, your goals will be updated. Look for a high ledge on the west side of the room. Throw the bomb on the ledge (Samum, Grape Shot or Dancing Star must do the trick) to lure the monster. Boss: Shrieker (Cockatrice)Shrieker acts in an almost identical way to Griffin that we fought in the white garden and as such the tactic remains essentially the
same. Although it has wings, for the most part it will attack from the ground and has a fairly large attack area due to its wings being able to perform radical moves. Cockatrice can also jump in the air and dive bomb your position and use nasty lunge attacks that you can roll under if the time is right. Any attack that he hits Geralt with has a chance to cause damage over time to the bleeding effect. The easiest
way to shoot it quickly is to hit him with crossbow bolts or AARD while he flies to bring it crashing to the ground - run up and smash it several times and then use your dodges and rolls to avoid it with ground attacks while dishing out your own attacks when you see the opening. Repeat this process until it hits the dust. After Cockatrice is dead, rob the body for the Cockatrice Trophy.Now we can go back to
the perch of Crowe and talk to Chet again to end the lateral quest. You can take the reward or give it to the orphan to make you feel good about yourself. In any case, the contract will be done! Note: To complete this contract, you will earn a 'Shrieker' achievement/trophy. Read more about this kind of thing: The Witcher 3 Contract Griffin from the Highland quest WalkthroughWitcher 3 How to Beat Shrieker
(Cockatrice) Witcher 3 Contract Mysterious Tracks quest WalkhroughWitcher 3 Contract Patrol Gone Missing QuestWitcher 3 Contract Elusive Thief Walkthrough FlagView HistoryContract: Shrieker is Monster Hunt Side and it's up to Geralt to find out what kind of mysterious Shrieker. Start by talking to Chet in Crowe's perch. You will find that this mysterious monster killed the last man to try better and it's
not not Be a trifling s. The base rate on this contract is 235 gold, but if you feel pressure for cash you can haggle up to 293. Factoring in the level of irritation and all, it is better to try to haggle for 250 - 270. You will also learn that the man who was killed was the son - the one that Chet accepted after his death, and witnessed the death of his father. You can find little Simcoe on the other side of the house still
distraught over his father's death. Ask him to tell what he knows and either leave him to be or kindly calm him down with an Axii sign. Now it's time to head to the site of the attack, east of the Crow perch, along the side of the moat. The body has long since disappeared, but the corpse of the dog Simcoe still remains. Search his keys with a witch sense and then start tracking the tracks of the North along the
moat. Eventually you reach the cave and Geralt will bring out the identity of this beast: Cockatrice. Shrieker, like other cockatrices, is vulnerable to both Draconid Oil and Grapeshot bombs. Consider making these items, or trying to find recipes and make some extra potions to fight. Boss Battle Hard Mode: Once you're ready, enter the cave to find that Shrieker lurks above in another part of the cave. You can
wash it off with a bomb (better not to use Grapeshot as you'll need it for the main battle). Putting a bomb on a ledge will cause him to run, so race outside and call your horse. The track is flying north to a nearby field where it will eventually land. The battle itself will be much like Griffin's fight. Shrieker will alternate between sweeping his winged hands from the side and lunging with his beak. With that in
mind, try to stay out of the way or behind as much as you can. You can also retreat to make it lunge a long distance, after which you can dodge behind him to get some free attacks. As it takes more harm, it will sometimes take in the air, either slam down hard, or make a flyby and attack while sweeping. Dodge the air to clap, or hit him with a crossbow bolt as he flies to send him crashing down. The
explosion from the Aard sign will also stun him. When Shrieker falls, cut off his head and drive back to Crowe's perch to collect the reward (or let Chet keep the money for the boy if you feel generous). generous). witcher 3 contract shrieker bomb. witcher 3 contract shrieker without bomb. witcher 3 contract shrieker bug. witcher 3 shrieker contract should i take the money. witcher 3 shrieker contract negotiate.
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